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WELCOME!

THE ART IN TARA is all about creating designs that make you smile, because they are uniquely and 
wonderfully you. Working together, we will create a meaningful, original product that captivates guests, 
surprises friends, brightens homes and/or impresses clients. 

Save the dates, bridal shower paper goods and wedding invitations are just a few of the items that I would 
love to design for you. As your family grows, baby announcements and birthday parties choreographed with 
your vision and style in mind will continue to enchant your friends and family! Let’s get started and we can 
work together for years to come!

Tara Inge
owner. designer. artist. 



 Let’s get together!

Proposal

Design

Proof Reading

Printing and Completion

The first consultation is a complimentary 45-60 minute meeting where we learn as much about you and your 
inspirations as possible. At a location convenient for you such as your home, a coffee shop or over the phone 
if you are out of the area. We will go over event details, view samples and consider paper swatches. You are 
encouraged to bring or share anything that would help create the unique and personal product you are looking 
for. Magazine tear outs, photos, family heirlooms, venue images, color swatches, Pinterest or Instagram pages and 
other pieces of inspiration you may have gathered. 

THE ART IN TARA will create a customized proposal including an estimate based on the design needs 
discussed during the consultation. 
Upon your review and approval of the estimate, we will provide you with a design contract. Your signature 
on the contract and 50% of the estimate will initiate our working relationship. This amount will be put towards 
your total balance. 

Design work is started after the contract is signed and the deposit is received. We look forward to sharing 2-3 
initial designs with you digitally iva email. Your feedback, our back and forth communications and up to 3 rounds 
of revisions will create a product that is uniquely you. If additional rounds of revisions are needed, we will discuss 
before proceeding.

This step is so important to ensure your absolute satisfaction.  Please take time to go over each proof ready PDF 
one last time, looking for possible edits such as spelling, layout, punctuation, etc. A physical sample can be mailed 
to you as well for an additional fee. Once the final approval is given, any errors are corrected at your expense. 
When you are totally satisfied, sign the PDF, and the file(s) will be ready for printing and completion.

Print time varies depending on vendor, quantities and printing specifications. Assembly is not included unless 
otherwise stated in estimate. Your printed materials will be shipped when the final payment is received. Enjoy! 
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